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UNITED KINGDOM and REPUBLIC of IRELAND TOUR 2015  
   
 

FINAL REPORTS   
 
Hi to everyone for the final time!  
   
The promised photographs and tour reports are finally ready. Many people have 

contributed and I’m sure you will enjoy this multi-faceted record of the tour.   

 

Enclosed in this package is an array of documents for your perusal.    

   

The team photograph is laminated to protect it both in transit and for your use later.    

   

The tour photographs have been placed on DVDs. The photographs of the entire tour have 

been placed in folders for each game. Also contained is a “Powerpoint presentation” from 

the tour. 

 

One disc also contains the final tour reports, with sections from the officials and captains 

of each team. A lot of time has gone into each one and I thank all those who have 

contributed.    

 

Finally I would like to formally thank all the officials, the leadership groups of both squads 

and all the players for their work in making this such a successful tour.    

   

Best wishes for the future to all of you who have moved on from school. I hope you will 

be able to continue with your football at whatever level you aspire to. To those who remain 

at school I trust that we will see you back at the nationals in Adelaide later this year.    
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  . 

 

Thanks for a wonderful tour.  Now enjoy these memories!    

 

David Storey 

SSA Ausyralian Schools Football Tour Leader 
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AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLBOYS 
 

2014 
 
1 Shaun Catlin  Narrabeen Sports High School, New South Wales 

2 Reece Caldecourt  Haileybury Colege, Victoria 

3 Marcus Duncan  Hunter Sports High School, New South Wales 

4  Cohan Morris  Henley High School, South Australia  

5  Bodan Allport  Smiths Hill High School, New South Wales 

6 Jacob Minett  Kelvin Grove State College, Queensland  

7 Felipe Zapata-Castro Rooty Hill High School, New South Wales 

8 Matthew Millar  Mount Erin Secondary College, Victoria  

9 Dylan Wenzel-Halls St Peter Claver College, Queensland 

10 Haris Stamboulidis Ivanhoe Grammar School, Victoria 

11 Jack Fulton   Westfields Sports High School, New South Wale  

12 Zac Sfiligoi   Barker College, New South Wales  

13 Kegan Osborne  Willunga High School, South Australia 

14 Steve Whyte   Tuggerah Lakes Secondary College, New South Wales 

15 Lachlan Roberts  Macarthur Anglican School, New South Wales 

16 Oliver Green  Epping Boys High School, New South Wales  

17 Dante Stehn   Kelvin Grove State College, Queensland 

18 Sam Brown   St Edmunds College, Australian Capital Territory 

 
Team Officials: 

Coach:   Pat Marando  Randwick Boys H.S, NSW 

Asst. Coach/Manager: Dean Stafrace  Sports Education Devt, VIC 

Trainer:   Phil Saunders  Wollongong P.A.H.S, NSW 
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AUSTRALIAN  
 

SCHOOLGIRLS 
 

2014 
 

1 Sarah Easthope  Penrith Christian School, New South Wales 

2 Kiri Dale   Palm Beach Currumbin State High School, Queensland 

3 Lucinda Pullar  Somerville House, Queensland 

4  Olivia Gurney   Lake Ginninderra College, Australian Capital Territory 

5  Lauren Keir   Erindale College, Australian Capital Territory 

6 Madeleine Neville  Pymble Ladies College, New South Wales 

7 Tara Pender   The Hills Sports High School, New South Wales 

8 Emma Neville  Central Institute of Technology, Western Australia 

9 Jemma House  Hunter Sports High School, New South Wales 

10 Kaitlyn Winter  Brisbane State High School, Queensland 

11 Talitha Doro   Warwick State High School, Queensland 

12 Rachel Binning  Berwick Secondary College, Victoria 

13 Jordan Baker  Kirrawee High School, New South Wales 

14 Clare Woods  Westfields Sports High School, New South Wales 

15 Zoe Andrijic   John Curtin College of the Arts, Western Australia 

16 Hannah Bacon  St Patrick's College Sutherland, New South Wales 

17 Taren King   Warilla High School, New South Wales 

18 Jessica Daymond  Denison College-Kelso High School, New South Wales 

 
 
Team Officials: 

Coach:   Brian Dene  Ascham School, NSW 

Asst. Coach/Manager: Lisa Warrener Northmead C.A.P.A.H.S, NSW 

Trainer:   Margaret Sanders  NSWCHS Sports Unit, NSW 
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BOYS’ TEAM COACH’S REPORT 
 
I would like to pass on my thanks to a number of individuals who have made this years 
tour possible. From an organisational point of view the tour was enormously successful 
and has once again enhanced the reputation of School Sport Australia generally and the 
Football component specifically. A tour of this type to the UK and Ireland is a huge 
undertaking and a huge thankyou should go to National Secretary Ron Pratt and Dave 
Storey the tour leader. The amount of work in the lead up to the tour spread over a period 
of more than a year is credit to them both. 
 
I would like to express my thanks to my manager/assistant coach Mr Dean Stafrace and 
Sports Trainer Phil Saunders. Your professionalism, expertise and friendly company over 
a course of a very successful and demanding tour was very much appreciated. 
 
Also, thanks to the parents who came and supported us throughout the tour. 
 
Tour Summary 
 
The boys squad was selected from the National Schools Football Championships held 
in Sydney, during August 2014. 
 
The day before flying out the squad assembled at Endeavour Sports High School for their 
first training session and introduction. This time was spent on looking at roles and 
responsibilities relating to playing formations that were going to be used on the tour.  
 
Upon arriving the boys were taken to one of their three EPL game where they got a real 
taste of football, watching Hull versus West Ham at Upton Park. After the game the boys 
travelled to Wales where they would be based for the next five days. 
 
While in Wales the Australian Boys team were fortunate to have two warm up games 
before their first international fixture against Wales Schoolboys. 
 
The first warm up game was against Bristol City Under 18s, where the boys were given 
their first opportunity to play with one another. They performed extremely well considering 
it was their first hit out. The game finished in a draw, with the Bristol City side equalising 
late in the first half. Nevertheless, the boys seemed to be gelling well and would be better 
for the run. 
 
The second warm up game would be against Cardiff City Under 18s coached by the 
former EPL player Craig Bellamy. The Australian Schoolboys didn’t take a backward step 
playing on a field that made playing attractive football very difficult. Considering the 
conditions both teams retained possession very well particularly in tight areas. However, 
as the game went on the Australian boys started to dominate possession and were able to 
break down the Cardiff City defence with some quick passes in the top third. Dylan W Hall 
picked up a loose ball and volleyed past the goalkeeper to give the Australian team the 
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lead. We found ourselves two goal up when Steve Whyte was brought down in the box an 
awarded a penalty. Oliver Green missed the penalty but was lucky enough to score from 
the rebound. In the second half the Australian boys continued to show composure and 
were rewarded with their third goal. Kegan Osborne breaking through the lines to slot the 
ball passed the oncoming goalkeeper. 
After the game Craig Bellamy complemented the Australian boys on their excellent 
performance and was happy to have some photographs taken with the team. 
 
 
Game 3: 22nd January, 2015 
Opponent: Welsh Schools  

Venue: CCB Centre of Excellence Ystrad Mynach 
Score: Australia Schools 3 Welsh Schools 0 

 
 The Australian players looked a well-drilled unit dominating possession in the middle third, 
which was wonderful to watch. Jake Minett and Oliver Green seemed to click early in the 
tour complementing one another in the middle. Steve Whyte and Matthew Millar tormented 
the Welsh defence with their speed and strength. The first goal came from a well taken 
free kick by Marcus Duncan and the second goal was created by Mathew Millar as he was 
able to beat his defender to cross the ball into Bodan Allport placed the ball passed the 
Welsh goalkeeper. In the second half the Welsh had no answer to the Australian boys 
quick passing and aggressive defending. The third goal would eventually come and it 
would be Mathew Millar again who would be the provider crossing the ball into substitute 
Jack Fulton who smashed the ball into the back of the net to make it three nil. In the ens 
the Australian boys took each chance that came their way and were rewarded with their 
first international win of the tour.  
 
 
Game 4: 23rd January, 2015  
Opponent: Welsh Colleges  

Venue: Cardiff Metropolitan University 
Score: Australia Schools 2 Welsh Colleges 4 

 
This game was always going to be difficult as it would be the third game in three days for 
the Australian boys. It took two minutes and against the run of play the Australian boys 
took the lead with a break away goal with Dylan Hall beating his man down the line to 
cross the ball to the unmarked Jack Fulton who made no mistake flicking it past the 
outstretched goalkeeper. This was always going to be a very physical contest with some 
ferocious tackles all over the field. Once again it would be against the run of play that 
Australia would get their second goal. The exciting Felipe Z Castro was able to evade 
several challenges and fire a shot past the Welsh keeper. However, the Welsh did finally 
score and it was a free kick that would catch Sean Catlin off guard dipping over his head 
into the back of the net. This was the turning point and the Welsh College team never 
looked back after that scoring the next three goals to win the match four two. The 
Australian boys were disappointed and very sore and looked forward to the rest before 
their next game. 
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Game 5: 26th January, 2015  
Opponent: The Republic of Ireland  

Venue: Home Farm FC, Whitehall 
Score: Australia Schools 1 The Republic of Ireland Schools1 

 
The Irish’s pattern of play was very obvious from the kick off as they retained possession 
very well all over the park. When they decided to go forward they did so with pace and with 
one or two touch football. The Irish would take the lead with some individual brilliance by 
their number nine chipping the ball over the two Australian defenders and cutting the ball 
back to his unmarked partner who volleyed the ball past Sam Brown. This seemed to 
ignite the Australian boys as they pushed forward with numbers only to be foiled by the 
Irish defence. However, the Australian boys finally equalised and it would be Matthew 
Millar who held off several defenders to make his way onto goal only to be brought down in 
the box. It had to be a red card but the referee awarded the penalty and cautioned the Irish 
defender. Matthew Miller calmly stepped up to take the penalty and confidently placed the 
ball into the bottom right corner. Both teams had chances to win the game but it would be 
the goalkeepers who would be the hero’s this afternoon. Shaun Catlin’s save late in the 
game would be one to remember with the game ending in a draw.  
 
 
Game 6: 28th January, 2015  
Opponent: Northern Ireland Schools  

Venue: Clandeboye Park Bangor. 
Score: Australia Schools 2 Northern Ireland Schools0 

 
With only a day recovery the Australian boys would have to dig deep. The pattern of play 
was similar to the last game with the opposition very comfortable in possession. However 
the Australian boys showed that they could match their opponents in all facets of the 
game. Individual discipline was good and players were supporting each other all over the 
park. It would be a corner that would break the dead lock. A well- placed ball to the back 
post found the tall Zac Sfiligoi who rose above the pack to head the ball into the goal. The 
referee paused and looked to the linesman who signalled that it had crossed the line and 
the goal was awarded. The Australian boys combination play was improving with every 
match and the Irish found the tempo of the game a little difficult. Conditions started to get 
worse with snow starting to fall and just before half time it would be a quick counter attack 
that would hurt the Irish. Oliver Green was able to cut out a poor pass by the Irish. Driving 
forward and pursued by several defenders Oliver was able to slip a pass into the path of 
Matthew Millar who shot first time. The goalkeeper couldn’t hold onto the shot and Lachlan 
Roberts would be first to the loose ball tapping the ball into the empty net. The orange ball 
was rolled out as the conditions worsened and would be the linesman who would decide 
that the game had to be stopped as his vision was affected by the heavy snow.  The 
Australian boys continued to play some attractive football mixed with some strong tackles 
that rattled the Irish boys. Finally the referee decided to abandon the game as the 
conditions were felt to be too dangerous.  
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Game 7: 30th January, 2015  
Opponent: Scotland Schools  

Venue: Toryglen Regional Football Centre, Glasgow 
Score: Australia Schools 3 Scotland Schools 0 

 
This fourth International game would be played indoors allowing us to ignore the 
unpredictable Scottish winter weather outside. Right from the outset the Australian back 
four looked very comfortable. The Scottish seemed very predictable looking for long 
diagonal balls over our back four. On the other side the Australian boys continued to play 
through the lines with confidence. The plan was to press hard in the top third making it 
hard for the Scottish defenders to maintain possession in tight areas with the Australian 
boys pressing hard and hunting in small groups. It wasn’t long before the pressing 
rewarded the Australian boys with a corner where Jack Fulton was able to pick up on a 
loose ball and shoot through a crowed goal mouth to score his first of two goals of the 
match. 
The second half started with some spiteful tackles from both teams. After several yellow 
cards the game settled once again and it would be the Australian boys who looked to have 
the edge over their opponents. Australia’s change of pace as their attacks progressed into 
the front third was tremendous. The Scottish defenders were guilty of showing impatience 
coming out from the back and too easily giving the ball away trying to force passes that 
were not on. Australia would increase their lead with some exceptional combination play 
on the edge of the box. Matthew Millar would slip in behind the Scottish back four to cross 
the ball into the oncoming Jack Fulton who nicked the ball past the goalkeeper into the 
bottom corner. The Scottish players were showing signs of frustration as they were 
constantly pulled out of position in the back third. A short time later Steve Whyte showed 
some blistering pace to round his defender and slip a pass to Matthew Millar whose shot 
would be saved by the goalkeeper but the lurking Steve Whyte would be on hand to finish 
what he had started and put the game out of reach of the Scottish.  
  
 
Game 8: 1st February, 2015   
Opponent: England Independent Schools  

Venue: The Harrow School 
Score: Australia 3 English Independents Schools 4 

 
The Australian boys were starting to feel the effects of the accumulated matches and the 
cold conditions. This being so the Australian boys looked a little flat in the first twenty 
minutes. This time it would be the English team that looked the most comfortable on the 
ball as they came out of their own half with little trouble. It took a wonderful free kick that 
would give the English the lead leaving Shaun Catlin no chance of saving it. After a 
change in formation the Australian boys seemed to put a little more pressure on the 
English midfield, with Oliver Green cutting out a poor pass and slipping Felipe Z Castro 
through to round the goalkeeper and equalise for Australia. However, the English would hit 
back immediately capitalising on an error in the back third that aloud the English number 
nine to easily roll one of the centre halves and shoot past Shaun Catlin. The speed of the 
two English forward was a little daunting for the Australian back four and England would 
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increase their lead again via a long ball. It seemed that the English attacker looked to be 
offside but the flag stayed down to our disgust. Three one down the Australian boys looked 
a little deflated and frustrated. After a few changes at half time the Australian boys began 
to show signs of improvement creating several opportunities. However, it would be the 
English who scored the next goal via a quick counter attack. Four one down most teams 
would of thrown the towel in but the Australian boys continued to fight and push forward. 
Finally, some hard work by Reece Caldecourt down the left flank would create Australia’s 
second goal. Reece’s determination aloud him to get past several defenders and beat the 
goalkeeper to get the Aussies back in the game. The Australians showed great resilience 
and were rewarded once again, Reece Caldecourt combined with Oliver Green who 
smashed the ball into the roof of the goal. The last ten minutes were all Australia with 
England desperate to hang onto their narrow lead. In injury time Australia were awarded a 
free kick. Felipe Z Castro stood over the ball waiting for all the Australian players to get 
into the box. He sends the ball deep to the back post where Reece Caldecourt headed the 
ball back across the goal and into the path of Oliver Green who volleyed the ball into the 
goal from close range, only to be judged offside. The referee blew full time to England’s 
relief. After looking at the video of the game it was evident that Oliver was onside and the 
linesman had got it wrong. From their second half performance the Australian boys 
showed great fighting spirit to get close to squaring the game up.  

  

 
Game 9: 3rd February, 2015  
Opponent: Sheffield United Under 18s 

Venue: Sheffield College 
Score: Australia Schools 1 Sheffield United 18s 2 

 
The opposition dominated possession early and created several close chances. It looked 
like some of the Australian boys had their mind on England rather than the game they 
were playing in. It wasn’t long before Sheffield United took the lead via a free kick that took 
a deflection leaving Sam Brown stranded. Sheffield would double their lead not long after. 
Sheffield’s tall number 9 would find himself unmarked to head the ball in from close range. 
After the break the Australian Boys started to show their true ability, playing through the 
lines with confidence. After several close chances it would be the hard working Mathew 
Millar that would get his name on the score sheet. Sheffield seemed to struggle when 
pressed deep in their own third and it would allow Dylan W Hall to disposes the centre half 
and take a shot at goal only to shoot wide. Unfortunately after an improved second half 
performance the Australians were not able to find the equaliser. 
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Game 10: 4th February, 2015  
Opponents: England Schoolboys 

Venue: Evans Park, Stafford Town FC Football Club 
Score: Australia Schools 2 England Schools1 

 
 This game would be live streamed giving an opportunity for people at home to witness the 
Australian School Boys in action. The game started at an extremely fast tempo, with both 
teams testing one another. The condition of the field made playing entertaining football 
difficult and it was obvious that the game would be close. The English found it very difficult 
to break the dead lock as the Australian Boys defended like their lives depended on it. 
Credit must go to Jake Minnett and Oliver Green, their never say die attitude proved to 
stop many English attacks and centre half Cohan Morris also stood out with some 
excellent one on one defending. Twenty minutes in ugly as it was it would be the 
Australian boys that would take the lead. A low driven free kick caused chaos in the 
English six yard box allowing Cohan Morris and opportunity to score from close range. 
This seemed to ignite the English team as their quick passing and clever running created 
several opportunities. Finally, in the 40th minute the English pressure was rewarded with a 
goal. A well timed cross to the back post was headed back into the path of the exciting 
English number 11 who volleyed home from close range. 
The second half proved to be very exciting as a spectator but frustrating as a coach. The 
ground made it very difficult for both teams and it seemed the game was destined for a 
draw. However, with ten minutes remaining the English goalkeeper slipped as he went to 
clear the ball. Lachlan Roberts found himself close enough to pinch the ball and score 
from close range. With ten minutes to go the English through caution to the wind pushing 
players forward hoping to snatch a goal back. Every Australian player knew that an historic 
win was close. Attack after attack the Australian boys defended as if their lives depended 
on it and after six minutes of injury time the final whistle sounded to our relief. Finally, a 
win against the mighty England had been achieved.  
 
 
 
 

Pat Marando 
SSA Australian Schoolboys Coach 
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BOYS’ TEAM MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
A face book page with all updates and photo’s: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australia-Schoolboys-Schoolgirls-Football-
Tours/1599002450332835 
 
 
18th January 
The squads met and trained for the first time in Sydney together. With the summer about 
to be behind us from a blissful 36 degrees to a chilling 2, the teams were soon to depart. 
After a successful journey to the UK from Sydney, the teams were treated to an EPL game 
at Upton Park to see West Ham defeat Hull City 3-0. 
A tiresome coach drive to Cardiff, Wales, saw the unit extremely exhausted and prepared 
for a well-deserved slumber. Ahead is their first game in Bristol against Gloucester. 
 

 
 
19th January 
Lads played a practice match. 
Bristol city vs Australia 
The game was a tough fought out first half.  Stevie Whyte scored 15th min at close range. 
Bristol scored just before the break which saw us go in 1-1 at half time. 
2 quick goals by Bristol from mistake in the back cost us ending in a final score 3-1 
B.O.G.  Stevie Whyte 
 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australia-Schoolboys-Schoolgirls-Football-Tours/1599002450332835
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Australia-Schoolboys-Schoolgirls-Football-Tours/1599002450332835
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21st January 
Played our second warm up match against Cardiff City who were coached by former 
Liverpool and Wales international great Craig Bellamy 
It was very muddy conditions with an ugly first 10 where we dominated. 
Dylan scored 12th min in with a penalty awarded to Australia in which Oliver Green 
converted in. 25th min.  The final score was 3-0 with Keegan finishing off the final goal. 
 

 
 
 
22nd January 
Today saw Australia face its first international against Wales Schools international  
The scene at the venue was electric with a great crowd to see the two teams play.   
Australia were far too superior with an amazing display of football. The final score was 3-0 
with goals scored by Marcus Duncan 20m, Boden Allport 35m and Jack Fulton 52m. 
The boys were electric with quick transitional play and clear precise execution of passing.   
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23rd January 
After yesterday’s well played out game against Wales Schools, the Aussies took on Welsh 
Colleges in their second international.  The day was difficult with Wales exploiting our 
tiredness and inability to get into the game due to some sore legs.  The lads went down 4-
2 after leading 2-0 after 24 minutes.   
Scorers were Jack Fulton 2 m and Fhillipe Castro 24m 
Wales goals were in. 42m, 47m,  60m and 88m. 
 

 
 
Tired after 3 games in a row, we never really got on top.  Two mistakes cost early goals, 
the team tried to attack for win but were caught on control attacks.   
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25th January 
A recovery day where we saw Cardiff play Reading in the Championship league. 
 

 
 
 
26th January 
We traveled to Ireland to face the mighty Republic of Ireland. 
Great atmosphere in freezing conditions.  A game that was thorough entertaining to watch.   
1-1 finals score with Matt Millar converting a penalty in the 59m after conceding in the 

21m. 
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28th January 
Two sightseeing tours in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
Two amazing tours of history and pride, Dublin and Belfast 
 

 
 
29th January 
A truly great experience for the lads as the freezing weather came in,(literally). 
After a blitzing start the green and gold scored the Zac Sfiligoi and Lachlan Roberts before 
the game was called off from a snow blizzard late in the first half.  Conditions were so bad 
that the game was called off with Australia winning 2-0 against Northern Ireland. 
 

 
 
30th January 
Our journey took us to Scotland where we faced the mighty scots indoor as snowing 
conditions were ultimately overtaking.  With a tough match fought out between both 
Australia and Scotland, the lads in gold came out victors 3-0 with amazing spirit and heart. 
The Scots put up a gallant fight but the Aussies were far too superior. 
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31st January  
Players and officials were spoilt with a stay at St Georges Park the England hub of 
football.  Luxurious accommodation at the Hilton Hotel and facilities. 
 

 
 
 
1st February 
Australia were to face off to England independents where we showed the fighting spirit of 
the boxing kangaroo.  Going down 3-0 by half time was very gut wrenching for the boys.  
But they came out fighting only to just lose 4-3 with a disallowed offside goal at the end 
which video footage would later prove was onside.  Unfortunately for England Schools this 
was fire up the boys needed for the final game. 
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2nd – 3rd February 
Recovery at St Georges Park with Hydrotherapy classes, recovery and rehab sessions 
and a match to see West Bromwich v Tottenham Hotspurs. 

  
 
 
4th February 
 
The final countdown was here as England schools came up against a depleted (ill and 
injured) Australia team.  But we were here for the victory.  Australia vs England live 
streamed and on radio with a jam packed Stafford park seeing Australia win 2-1 against 
England schools.  Goals from Cohan Morris and Lachlan Roberts saw us take the 
penultimate game.  What a way to end a tour. 
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The players were then set and ready for the long trip home to Australia.   
 
This was an amazing, privileged and memorable tour that will always be an honour to have 
been a part of.  The incredible organization, the great opportunities, the education and 
experience is something that SSA and the boys should be proud of.  I would like to thank 
Mr Ron Pratt (School Sport Australia National Secretary for Football), Mr Seb Van der Vliet 
( FFI Sportstours) and other members for their exceptional organization of the tour. 
 
The preparation and organisation was fantastic for such a new tour to the UK and Ireland 
and many thanks must also be attributed to the team of officials that worked in maintaining 
an impeccable tour.  David Storey (Tour Leader) must be clearly noted for his incredible 
preparation for the tour, with many months of emails, paperwork and professionalism.  The 
smooth running of the tour was directly influenced by David’s standards.  I would also like 
to thank Pat Morando (Boys Coach) for his dedication, depth in the game and guidance 
throughout the tour.  A thank you also to Phil Saunders (Boys Trainer) for his attendance 
to the boys injury needs and organisation of equipment throughout the tour. 
  
 

   
 
Dean Stafrace 
SSA Australian Schoolboys Manager 
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BOYS’ TEAM TRAINER’S REPORT 
 
Pre Tour Training 
The team met at Endeavour Sports High School for the pre-tour training session. 
Haris Stamboulidis came into camp with muscle soreness from club training. 
Oliver Green felt knee soreness in the session; The RICER method was applied to the 
injury. 
Players were informed of hydration and stretching techniques to avoid muscle soreness 
and dehydration on the plane on the way to the United Kingdom. 
 

 
 
 
Flight 
All players travelled without incidence. Each player consumed a sports drink bottle of 
water on each leg of the flight and wore skins to prevent DVT and muscle soreness. 
 
On arrival in the United Kingdom the students walked around the sights of London.  
 
Game 1 – Bristol City (Monday 19th January) 
All players participated in the match. No injuries were sustained in the game. Cool down 
was conducted by P. Saunders & D. Stafrace on the field immediately after the match 
presentation. 
All players participated in Ice baths in their hotel rooms.  
Players walked for thirty minutes around Cardiff City Centre, followed by a stretching 
session in the hotel auditorium. 
 
 
Recovery Day (Tuesday 20th January) 
Players participated in a walk around the city center and sights followed by a stretching 
session in the hotel auditorium 
 
 
Game 2 – Cardiff City (Wednesday 21st January) 
All players participated in the match. Matthew Millar was removed from the match after 5 
minutes due to slight soreness in the groin, this was treated by the RICER method.  
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Cool down was conducted by P. Saunders & D. Stafrace on the field immediately after the 
match. 
A second run through and stretch session was conducted on the field immediately after the 
girls match due to the boys sitting in the stand for sixty minutes. 
Players participated in a stretching session prior to departure for the match. Cool down 
was conducted  
All players participated in Ice baths in their hotel rooms.  
Players walked for thirty minutes around Cardiff City Centre. 
 
 
Game 3 – Welsh Schoolboys (Thursday 22nd January) 
All players participated in the match.  
Phillipe Zapata-Castro was removed from the field after twisting his ankle, the injury was 
treated by the RICER method. 
Boden Allport was removed from the field with a slight calf strain, the injury was treated 
by the RICER method. 
Cool down was conducted by P. Saunders & D. Stafrace on the field immediately after the 
match presentation. 
All players participated in Ice baths in their hotel rooms.  
Players walked for thirty minutes around Cardiff City Centre 
 
Game 4 – Welsh Colleges (Friday 23rd January) 
All players participated in the match. Steve Whyte reported soreness in his thigh muscle 
and played reduced game time (20 minutes) Cool down was conducted by P. Saunders & 
D. Stafrace on the field immediately after the match presentation 
 
 
Recovery Day (Saturday 24th January) 
Players participated in a walk and stretching session. 
 
Training / Travel Day (Sunday 25th January) 
Keegan Osborne sustained a head trauma treated by steri strips.  
On arrival in Dublin, Keegan Osborne, D. Stafrace & P. Saunders attended Dublin 
Hospital to check Keegan’s injury. 
The nurse cleaned the wound and diagnosed that the injury did not require stitches. 
 
Game 5 – Republic of Ireland (Monday 26th January) 
17 players participated in the match, Keegan Osborne was rested due to his head injury 
and he was complaining of feeling unwell. 
After the match Keegan Osborne was treated by the Republic Of Ireland National Doctor 
who glued the eye wound and applied paper stitches. 
Cool down was conducted by P. Saunders & D. Stafrace on the field immediately after the 
match. 
All players participated in Ice baths in their hotel rooms.  
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Travel Day – (Tuesday 27th January) 
The mobile doctor attended the team hotel to diagnose Keegan Osborne’s illness, he 
supplied a prescription for antibiotics and pain killers to treat his respiratory infection. 
Keegan Osborne was excused from team tours for the day. 
Team management supervised Keegan for the day. 
Players participated in a walking tour of Dublin and a bus tour of Belfast. 
 
Game 6 – Northern Ireland (Wednesday 28th January) 
11 players participated in the match; Keegan Osborne was rested from the game due to 
medical advice. Play was abandoned due to snow. 
Cool down was conducted by P. Saunders & D. Stafrace in the changing rooms 
immediately after the match. 
All players participated in ice baths & stretching in their hotel rooms. 
 
Travel Day – (Thursday 29th January) 
Players travelled from Belfast to Edinburgh. 
On arrival in Edinburgh players participated in a pool session. 
 
Game 7 – Scotland (Friday 30th January) 
Haris Stamboulidis was unavailable due to illness. Keegan Osborne withdrew from the 
squad during the warm-up due to illness. 
Steve Whyte was removed from the game in the 60th minute due to fatigue. 
Players participated in a two-hour sightseeing tour of Edinburgh,  
Players participated in a pool recovery session at the hotel. 
Steve Whyte, Felipe Zapata-Castro, Keegan Osborne and Haris Stamboulidis were 
excused from the walk to rest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Travel Day / Recovery Day (Saturday 31st January) 
Players travelled from Edinburgh to St Georges Park. 
Players attended West Bromwich Albion V’s Totteham Hotspur 
Players participated in pool session in the evening. 
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Game 8 – English Independent Schools (Sunday 1st February) 
Keegan Osborne, Jack Fulton, Haris Stamboulidis & Steve Whyte were unavailable 
due to illness. 
Bodan Allport was removed from the game after 55 minutes due to a corked thigh.  
Players participated in peer stretching in their hotel rooms due to late arrival at the team 
hotel. 
 
Recovery Day (Monday 2nd February) 
Players participated in a hydrotherapy session with FA Official Physiotherapists, at St 
George’s Park. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Game 9 – Sheffield United (Tuesday 3rd February) 
Steve Whyte was unavailable due to illness. Jack Fulton was removed from the match 
due to illness. 
All players participated in cool down on the field immediately after the match. 
 
 
Game 10 – English Schools (Wednesday 4th February) 
All players were available for the match. Steve Whyte was removed from the match after 
15 minutes due to illness.  
Cohan Morris complained of soreness in his wrist immediately after the match. 
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The England Schools doctor examined the injury and diagnosed the injury as a sprained 
wrist. A sling was used to immobilize the wrist. The injury was treated by RICER method. 
At the team hotel the wrist was strapped and immobilized again. 

 
 
 
Philip Saunders 
SSA Australian Schoolboys Sports Trainer 
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BOYS’ TEAM CAPTAIN’S REPORT 
 
As we embarked on our enduring plane trip to the UK great anticipation of what was going 
to be a once in a lifetime opportunity arose immensely among the players and staff. And 
as the tour’s end neared, it was safe to say on behalf of all the members of both the boys 
and girls squads that this opportunity had definitely lived up to and surpassed 
expectations. On behalf of all the players I’d like to thank School Sport Australia and all 
accompanying staff on providing us with such a memorable experience never to be 
forgotten.  
 
To represent Australia in football was certainly a huge honour, and was taken front on by 
the boys who were eager to put on the Australian jersey and do their best against the 
British who are famous for their unbelievable passion for football which we discovered 
ourselves throughout the tour. Also, to be named captain of the Australian Schoolboy’s 
team was another monumental honour for me as well as being a part of the leadership 
group among Jake Minnet and Matt Millar. 
  
After touching down in Heathrow early in the morning upon our arrival, we headed for 
London. Being my first time overseas, a rush of excitement entered my body as we looked 
upon the famous Buckingham palace and Trafalgar Square. After wondering through the 
well known streets and shops of the London City we headed for West Ham to watch our 
first EPL game between West Ham United and Hull City. This is where the squad quickly 
picked up on the passion for football that pours in and out of the UK. The intense 
footballing culture was evident to the boys through the fans, whose cheers were loud and 
forceful. To be introduced to an environment so passionate for football allowed the boys 
and I an opportunity to learn about the impact of football on their lives, as it is not just a 
game to them, it is life. This day was just an introduction for what followed. 
Following the game we found ourselves in Cardiff, Wales, which would take us a few hours 
where we would stay for 5 days. The beauty of the UK is that it is so small and easy to 
travel from place to place, which allowed us to witness a wider and difference range of 
experiences. Now it was football time. Wales kicked off our first 4 games in succession 
which included the famous Cardiff City Academy and the Welsh Schools team who we had 
impressively played off the park with some attractive and clinical football. The vibrancy of 
the British passion was once again displayed through an FA Cup fixture between Cardiff 
City and Reading FC. The crowd was small, but the loudness certainly compensated for 
the amount of fans. Alongside the football in Wales, we were lucky enough to explore the 
Welsh History through the Cardiff Castle, where both squads were introduced to its history 
and its purpose for the centuries it has withstood. 
 
Our first Ferry adventure of the tour would take us from Wales to Ireland, followed by a fun 
bus trip to Northern Ireland. The ferry took its toll on a few members and as we arrived 
everyone was once again excited. The Irish having a very strong past time, we were 
fortunate to go on tours around the cities of Dublin and Belfast to learn about the historical 
background of the countries. But what the two squads and I were most excited for was the 
football. Our boys strung two quality performances against the teams drawing to Ireland 1-
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1 after being the better of the two sides, and a comfortable 2-0 win against Northern 
Ireland which had to be cancelled at half time due to heavy amounts of snow. This was 
another great experience for us as we have never played in snow let alone some of the 
boys including myself never been in snow.  
 
Our travelling routine was becoming second nature and we found ourselves on another 
Ferry from Northern Ireland to Scotland. The game against the Scots was played indoors 
on an artificial pitch which was another new and different experience for us which got the 
squad excited and ready for the encounter. It was a physical game which our boys came 
out on top. This match was arguably our best performance winning 3-0 with the lads 
controlling the game from the first whistle to the last. While we were in Edinburgh we had 
been presented with another opportunity of explore the city with another great tour guide. 
She showed us many interesting things such as where J.K Rowling got her ideas from. We 
learnt many things about Scotland and we were now heading back to England for our final 
few games.  
 
We were now back in England, and straight away we were able to watch another EPL 
game against Tottenham and West Bromwich. The game capped off our understanding for 
the passion of football as it was by far the loudest and most interesting. After the game we 
travelled to St George’s Park, which was one of the highlights of the tour as it being home 
to many National teams from a wide range of sport. Being able to tour and use the facilities 
was another amazing experience as we got to go behind the scenes of a professional 
athlete’s training and recovery programs. Our next game was against the English 
Independent Schools which finished 4-3 to England. The game was by far the most 
exciting having action from the very start to end including my goal being disallowed in the 
final minute of the game! Coming back from 4-1 showed the character in our squad that 
was built up over the weeks of the tour which we took in to our last game. Also, playing a 
game against Sheffield United educated the boys on the standard of players in 
professional academies in England and the level required to play. Losing 2-1 told us we 
were not too far off. Our final game was the most important and all previous games could 
be considered a lead up to this one. England Schoolboys was a team we identified we 
wanted to beat most, and winning 2-1 in a great game topped off the tour for the boys, 
coaches and I. The game was live streamed which gave an opportunity for friends and 
family to watch from home which gave us even more motivation to represent our country 
with pride as we did so with great joy. 
 
As it was time to leave, saying our goodbyes was difficult as we all made great friends and 
memories which the tour provided us. I’d just like to say once again thank you to School 
Sport Australia for the amazing learning experience and to the staff and especially the 
teammates from both squads who made the trip so fun and enjoyable. 
 
Oliver Green 
SSA Australian Schoolboys Captain 
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GIRLS’ TEAM COACH’S REPORT 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Team Selection 
The Australian Schoolgirls Football squad was selected from the National Schools 
Championships held in Sydney in August, 2014.  
 
 
Training Camp 
The squad assembled at Endeavour Sports High School for an afternoon training session 
and introduction. It gave us the opportunity to work through our playing formation (1-4-3-3) 
and defensive, attacking set pieces. 
 
 
London & Cardiff, UK 
We arrived early Sunday morning in the UK and made the journey to West Ham v Hull City 
EPL game. We set up camp in the Park Inn by Radisson, Cardiff which is a fantastic hotel 
right in the middle of the city. The hotel is set within a short distance of where we played 3 
of our games and trained. The first game in Cardiff took place on day 2 of the tour against 
Gloucester & Stroud College. 
 
 
Game 1: 19th January, 2015 v Gloucester & Stroud College 
Venue:  Gloucester & Stroud College (WISE Campus) Bristol 
Starting XI:  Sarah Easthope, Kiri Dale, Lauren Keir, Talitha Doro, Hannah Bacon, Emma 
Neville, Kaitlyn Winter, Tara Pender, Jordan Baker, Olivia Gurney. 
Subs: Jessica Daymond, Clare Woods, Rachel Binning, Jemma House, Taren King, 
Madeleine Neville, Lucinda Puller.  
Result: 2-2 H/T 1-2 
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Scorers 
Australia: Neville (28th), Winter (85th) 
Gloucester & Stroud College: (9th, 26th) 
 
Our first official game of the tour was against the Gloucester & Stroud College. The game 
ended in a 2-2 draw after conceding two early goals. Our opponents played a 1-4-3-3 
system, were very well disciplined and technically efficient side. We matched our 
opponents in most areas but our technique under pressure needs more work before our 
next game. The cold weather was a different experience for the players who hadn’t played 
in these types of conditions before. 
 
Gaining experience in the environment is an excellent preparation for the players, most of 
who would have not encountered UK opposition before. So for the team, coaching staff 
and officials it was a great learning experience all round. 
 
Player of the Match: Kaitlyn Winter 
 
 
Game 2: 21st January, 2015 v Cardiff Met 
Venue:  Cardiff Met. College, Cardiff 
Starting XI:  Jessica Daymond, Madeleine Neville, Taren King, Rachel Binning, Zoe 
Andrijic, Lucinda Puller, Clare Woods, Emma Neville, Jordan Baker, Olivia Gurney, 
Jemma House. 
Subs: Sarah Easthope, Hannah Bacon, Kaitlyn Winter, Talitha Doro, Tara Pender, Kiri 
Dale, Lauren Keir.  
Result: 2-6 H/T 2-1  
Scorers 
Australia: Baker (4th), House (24th) 
Cardiff Met: (19th, 48th, 62nd, 68th, 69th, 74th) 
 
This was the first of 2 games against Welsh opposition on the same day.  
 
The Central defenders were strong and technically sound. The outside defenders were 
smaller and more mobile. The central midfielders were technically efficient and hard 
working. The outside midfielders were generally smaller, technically good, always looking 
to take on full backs but lazy in defence at times. The lone striker provided a good outlet 
for the midfielders to come into play. 
 
This game was quick, tough and competitive against a very willing opposition. The team 
took little time to click and produced some bright football. We converted two of our 
opportunities early in the game and took a 2-1 lead into half time. Cardiff Met. started the 
second half much better than we did, they defended well and then countered with some 
good attacking football. Unfortunately, they scored early in the second half and then within 
a 12-minute period we conceded 4 goals. 
 
We slowly came into the game more as time wore on but in my opinion we made too many 
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changes in personnel. We became unorganized and appeared tired while we chased the 
game late in the second half. 
 
Player of the Match: Taren King 
 
 
Game 3: 21st January, 2015 v Cardiff City FC 
Venue:  Cardiff International Sports Stadium 
Starting XI:  Sarah Easthope, Kiri Dale, Taren King, Zoe Andrijic, Talitha Doro, Emma 
Neville, Hannah Bacon, Kaitlyn Winter, Jordan Baker, Tara Pender, Jemma House. 
Subs: Jessica Daymond, Clare Woods, Rachel Binning, Olivia Gurney, Taren King, 
Madeleine Neville, Lucinda Pullar.  
Result: 4-8 H/T 0-5  
Scorers 
Australia: Gurney (65th), Pender (72nd), Pullar (74th), Baker (79th) 
Cardiff City FC: (4th, 8th, 10th, 24th, 40th, 50th, 53rd, 86th) 
  
This was our only night game of the tour and our 3rd game in quick succession. The girls 
from Cardiff City were made up of a combination of 1st team players, reserve team players 
and a sprinkling of U18 players. 
 
The game didn’t start well for us and by the 24th minute mark we were 4 goals behind. The 
girls looked lethargic and it appeared our game earlier in the day had taken its toll. In 
saying that we had to make a minor adjustment with our 3 midfielders by dropping our No. 
8 to play alongside our No.6.  
 
After the initial shock of conceding 4 early goals and the fast pace of the game we settled 
into a pattern of play, which gave us more possession. Late in the first half an error in 
judgment with our back 4 led to a 5th goal from the opposition. 
 
Summing up the first half it came down to not much possession for us and when we did 
have possession the pressure from the opposition was quick and relentless. We turned the 
ball over far too often and continued to force passes that weren’t on.  
  
Our Welsh opponents made 5 changes just after half time and replaced their senior 
players with their youth team players. This really made a difference for us and within a 14-
minute period we scored 4 unanswered goals. We started to dominate possession, moved 
the ball quicker and continued to press when we didn't have the ball.  
 
The second half was a more even contest and our pattern of play was much more 
cohesive. In the end we continued to push forward and conceded a late goal. In our eyes 
we won the second half 4-3 and put in a better performance going into our first 
international game against Welsh Colleges. 
  
Player of the Match: Hannah Bacon 
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Game 4: 23rd January, 2015 v Welsh Colleges 
Venue: University of South Wales  
Starting XI:  Jessica Daymond, Kiri Dale, Taren King, Lauren Keir, Talitha Doro, Lucinda 
Pullar, Kaitlyn Winter, Emma Neville, Jordan Baker, Olivia Gurney, Jemma House. 
Subs: Sarah Easthope, Madeleine Neville, Clare Woods, Tara Pender, Rachel Binning, 
Emma Neville, Zoe Andrijic. 
Result: 0-1 H/T 0-0  
Scorers 
Australia:  
Welsh Colleges: (60th) 
 
Lots of rain before the game and some during presented us with a water sodden field and 
heavy ground conditions. This game was much more evenly matched than our previous 
games.  
 
In every aspect we dominated the game for 85 of the 90 minutes, moving the ball around 
the park well, maintaining possession much better than in previous games, and creating 
several chances. A lack of composure in front of goal was the only part of the game which 
was letting us down. 
 
Our back 4 were dominant and didn’t allow the opposition too many opportunities on our 
goal. The game at half time was level 0-0. We started to become a little frustrated with our 
play and we started to give away possession a little too easily and drifting away from our 
team structure.  
 
For a short 5 minute period we were pushed back into our defensive half and conceded a 
corner. From the corner a deflection by one of our defenders at the near post saw us fall 
behind 1-0. 
 
We continued to push forward and made several changes to try and get a result but this 
was to no avail. More chances came and went but no result to show for it. Unfortunately 
the game finished 1-0 Welsh Colleges but I was proud of the way the girls handled 
themselves in their first real international match. 
 
Player of the Match: Lucinda Pullar 
  
 
Republic of Ireland 
After a 7-night stay in Cardiff we are off to Ireland and the city of Dublin in particular for our 
next stop on the tour. After travelling by coach,  then ferry and coach again we arrived at 
our hotel in the middle of Dublin for a 2 night stay. 
 
26/1/15  
Game 5: 26th January, 2015 v Republic of Ireland Schools 
Venue:   
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Starting XI:  Sarah Easthope, Madeleine Neville, Lauren Keir, Rachel Binning, Zoe 
Andrijic, Hannah Bacon, Clare Woods, Emma Neville, Talitha Doro, Tara Pender, Jemma 
House. 
Subs: Jessica Daymond, Jordan Baker, Lucinda Pullar, Kaitlyn Winter, Olivia Gurney, Kiri 
Dale, Taren King.  
Result: 1-1 H/T 1-0  
Scorers 
Australia: Baker (35th) 
Republic of Ireland Schools: (92nd) 
 
The Australian girls really stepped up to the plate today. We knew it was our chance to 
redeem ourselves from the last game in Wales and we knew what lied ahead with 4 
international games in a row. 
 
The passing was fluent and swift, our movement on and off the ball was ever present and 
our competitiveness to win the ball was high. Finally we capitalized on our good work and 
after 30 minutes we took the lead through a goal from Jordan Baker.  
  
We still felt confident as the game went on, didn’t panic and continued to play some 
enterprising football to build on this lead. This wasn’t the end of proceedings by any 
stretch. The home team began to rally and pressured our goal. The girls replied with 
several late chances of our own, but the opposition had one last opportunity in this game. 
 
With the 90 minutes up on the clock and 3 minutes of extra time completed the opposition 
was given two last chances by the referee whose alarm had sounded on his watch. Two 
corners in quick succession and on the second a rash challenge in the box by one of our 
players led to a penalty which was well converted. 
 
Today once again we were let down with a lack of composure in front of goal.  
 
Player of the Match: Madeleine Neville 
 
Northern Ireland 
After travelling by coach, we arrived at our hotel in the middle of Belfast for a 2-night stay. 
 
   
Game 6: 28th January, 2015 v Northern Ireland Schools 
Venue: Ballykillaire Sports Centre  
Starting XI:  Sarah Easthope, Kiri Dale, Madeleine Neville, Lauren Keir, Zoe Andrijic, 
Lucinda Puller, Kaitlyn Winter, Emma Neville, Jordan Baker, Olivia Gurney, Jemma 
House. 
Subs: Jessica Daymond, Hannah Bacon, Clare Woods, Talitha Doro, Tara Pender, 
Rachel Binning.  
Result: 2-2 H/T 1-2 
Scorers 
Australia: Gurney (5th), Pender (70th) 
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Northern Ireland Schools: (22nd, 38th) 
  
We appeared to be a little slow off the mark in the first 5 minutes. This was quickly 
turnaround in the 5th minute when we scored our opening goal of the game. For the next 
38 minutes it became a real battle and the opposition had more of the ball during this time 
and converted two chances at the 22nd and 38th minute. 
 
The opposition was a well organized and disciplined side led by the captain who called the 
shots from midfield. We knew that is where most of their play went through and we did 
really well to nullify her attacking threats. 
 
On the rare occasion when the ball was played wide, particularly down the left and right 
flanks, we looked dangerous, but too often we tried to force un-necessary passes down 
the middle and turned possession over. 
 
In the second half we continued to push forward and our fitness and strength was one of 
the most pleasing aspects of today’s game. We controlled the tempo of the game much 
better, which frustrated the opposition. Our dominant possession led to our equalizer 
through Tara Pender. 
 
They continued to put pressure on us quickly whenever we regained possession and 
pushed us into tight areas. Both teams had good opportunities in the second half but the 
score remained 2-2. Once again this was a great learning experience for all of us and the 
heavy snow was a real treat for the girls. 
 
Player of the Match: Lauren Keir 
 
Scotland 
After another short stay in Northern Ireland it was back to another days travel. This time 
we are off to Scotland and the city of Edinburgh for our next stop on the tour. After 
travelling by coach, then ferry and coach again we arrived at our hotel. 
 
 
Game 7: 29th January, 2015 v Scotland Schools 
Venue: Toryglen Indoor Arena   
Starting XI:  Jessica Daymond, Taren King, Rachel Binning, Zoe Andrijic, Talitha Doro, 
Lucinda Puller, Clare Woods, Hannah Bacon, Jordan Baker, Olivia Gurney, Tara Pender. 
Subs: Sarah Easthope, Madeleine Neville, Kaitlyn Winter, Jemma House, Emma Neville, 
Kiri Dale, Lauren Keir.  
Result: 0-2 H/T 0-1  
Scorers 
Australia: 
Scotland Schools: (26th, 68th) 
  
We appeared to be a little hesitant at the start and the unusual conditions of playing on a 
full size indoor pitch seemed to upset us style of play a little. But we knew we were going 
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to be in for a tough game against the best opposition on the tour so far. 
 
This didn’t make any difference to the resolve of the girls and we took the fight up to them. 
The Scotland team was very prepared to work hard on and off the ball to make space and 
play. Possession for us was hard to come by a when we did get the ball we often turned it 
over too quickly. 
 
Disappointingly we conceded a goal in the 26th minute from a set piece. Our reactions 
weren’t quick enough and it allowed an opposition player to get in front of us and score on 
the near post. 
 
Scotland continued to dominate possession in the second half and was rewarded with a 
goal in the 68th minute. They attacked down our right hand side and from the ensuing 
cross it led to our goalkeeper making great save only to have the opposition score from the 
rebound. 
 
It wasn’t until the 70th minute that the game started to change. We continued to put 
pressure on the opposition and they really started to lose control of the game. We were 
now first to every loose ball, winning every tackle and dominating possession. In the end it 
was our lack of composure in front of goal that let us down in getting a result. Once again 
we learned a lot from the experience and we know we are better from it. 
 
Player of the Match: Olivia Gurney 
 
 
The Midlands, United Kingdom 
 
A 4 night stay in the Midlands and 2 nights at England’s new home of football, St Georges 
Park. This was an impressive complex from the accommodation, the meals and the 
facilities are certainly a first class football environment. 
 
 
Game 8: 1st February, 2015 v England Independent Schools 
Venue: Harrow School  
Starting XI:  Jessica Daymond, Madeleine Neville, Taren King, Rachel Binning, Talitha 
Doro, Lucinda Pullar, Clare Woods, Emma Neville, Tara Pender, Kiri Dale, Kaitlyn Winter. 
Subs: Jessica Daymond, Zoe Andrijic, Hannah Bacon, Jemma House, Olivia Gurney, 
Lauren Keir, Jordan Baker.  
Result: 4-0 H/T 2-0   
Scorers 
Australia: Woods (4th), Dale (24th), Gurney (50th), House (87th) 
England Independent Schools 
  
After the disappointment of missing out on getting draw from the previous fixture it then 
seemed to show we were really ready for this game. We did the basics well and were 
rewarded for our proactive play. The score at half time was 2-0 and going by the amount of 
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possession we had it could have been a few more but the post denied us a greater lead. 
 
Technically efficient and tactically aware we continued to dominate the game. The girls 
broke down their defence on numerous occasions with good movement and accurate 
passing.  
 
At half time we decided to make 5 changes to our side and continued our domination of 
the game. The Australian character of never say die attitude and athletic ability came to 
the fore. We pressured the opposition high up the park and they turned over the ball time 
after time. We scored our third goal just after half time and our fourth very late with 3 
minutes of normal time to go. 
 
This was one of our top two performances of the tour and a great all-round performance. 
 
Player of the Match: Clare Woods 
 
 
Game 9: 2nd February, 2015 v Shropshire Schools 
Venue:  Thomas Telford School 
Starting XI:  Sarah Easthope, Madeleine Neville, Taren King, Rachel Binning, Lauren 
Keir, Lucinda Pullar, Clare Woods, Hannah Bacon, Jemma House, Emma Neville, Zoe 
Andrijic. 
Subs: Jessica Daymond, Jordan Baker, Kaitlyn Winter, Talitha Doro, Tara Pender, Kiri 
Dale, Olivia Gurney.  
Result: 2-6 H/T 2-1  
Scorers 
Australia: Bacon (17th), Bacon (20th), House (32nd), Neville (39th), Baker (58th) 
Shropshire Schools 
 
This game was quick, tough and competitive against a very willing opposition. The team 
took little time to click and produced some bright football. Although one of the very few 
opportunities the opposition had almost had us down 1-0. We converted four of our 
opportunities early in the game and took a 4-0 lead into half time. 
 
The second half was a very even contest and it wasn’t until the 58th minute that we scored 
our only goal for this half. We defended well and then countered with some good attacks 
but couldn’t produce any more goals. This was a great confidence builder before the last 
game against Arsenal FC youth team. Little did we know what lay ahead against our next 
opposition? 
 
Player of the Match: Rachel Binning 
 
3/2/15 
Game 10: 3rd February, 2015 v Arsenal Ladies FC 
Venue:  Hertfordshire Sports Village 
Starting XI:  Jessica Daymond, Kiri Dale, Taren King, Lauren Keir, Talitha Doro, Clare 
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Woods, Lucinda Pullar, Kaitlyn Winter, Jemma House, Jordan Baker, Olivia Gurney. 
Subs: Sarah Easthope, Zoe Andrijic, Rachel Binning, Hannah Bacon, Emma Neville, 
Madeleine Neville, Tara Pender.  
Result: 0-14 H/T 0-10  
Scorers 
Australia:  
Arsenal FC: (9th, 14th, 18th, 20th, 23rd, 25th, 29th, 31st, 41st, 45th, 57th, 58th, 68th, 81st) 
  
This was our last game of the tour against Arsenal FC first team. This was an extremely 
tough game for the girls and poor sportsmanship from our opposition.  This game should 
never have been played as it destroyed the confidence and team-work built up by the girls 
during the tour. Behind 10-0 at half time and another 4 goals in the second half led to a 14-
0 loss. There were no real positives for both sides out of this match and the less said 
about the game the better. 
 
Player of the Match: Olivia Gurney 
 
 
Final Remarks 
I would especially like to thank the girl’s manager, Lisa Warrener. Her preparation before 
the game and the never ending work off the field when the games had finished was 
outstanding.  Also a big thank to Margaret Sanders for her injury prevention and 
management of the players throughout the tour. 
 
To tour leader Dave Storey my sincere thanks for providing the player’s with the 
opportunity to play at such a high level against quality opposition.  
 
Finally, I would like to thank School Sport Australia for the opportunity to further develop 
my coaching through the experience gained on tour. 
 
 

Brian Dene 
SSA Australian Schoolgirls Coach 
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GIRLS’ TEAM MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
 
Day 1   
The interstate players travelled to Sydney and all players and officials met up at 
Endeavour Sports High School for our first get together as a squad. This was followed with 
handing out of gear, official team photos (I can’t believe players were complaining about 
long-sleeve jerseys), presentations of Australian jerseys and our first training session 
together. 
 
Day 2   
We all met again at Sydney International airport to set off on our voyage. 
 
Day 3   
We arrived at Heathrow airport and made a quick trip into London. We visited Buckingham 
Palace, Trafalgar Square and Piccadilly before heading off to watch the EPL game at 
Upton Park between West Ham United and Hull City. After the game we settled in for the 
bus trip to Cardiff where we checked into our home for the next week at the Park Inn by 
Radisson. 
 
Day 4  Our first game today and we travelled to Bristol. After the game we were 
hosted to a light meal with the opposition team. Some team bonding end in some music 
and Emma dancing (not for the last time). 
 
Day 5   
A training session in the morning at Gloucester & Stroud College was greeted by light 
snow fall (and the demise of Emma’s shoe). The afternoon saw some free time to explore 
the city centre of Cardiff which was conveniently right on the door step of our hotel. 
 
Day 6   
A huge day today for the girls as a slight scheduling mix up has us playing two games. It 
will be a test of the squad’s resilience both mentally and physically with illness and injuries 
starting to develop and the evening game in particular being quite a challenge. 
 
Day 7  A well-earned rest day and we travel to watch the boys play Welsh Schools 
and show some Aussie spirit with some singing, chants and a bit of banter with some 
locals. 
 
Day 8   
Today was our first International game and our last game in Wales.  
 
Day 9   
A bit of history today with a tour of Cardiff Castle in the morning and then in the afternoon 
we took in the FA Cup match between Cardiff City and Reading. We then went back to the 
hotel for our last night in Wales and some packing. 
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Day 10  
The end of our week long and very comfortable stay in Cardiff brings on the start of quite a 
hectic travel schedule. Catching the ferry to the Republic of Ireland and a long bus trip to 
Dublin was at least greeted with a hearty meal at the Belvedere Hotel. 
 
Day 11  
We went for a walk through downtown Dublin in the morning to stretch our legs and get a 
feel for the city before heading off for our game against the Republic of Ireland on Australia 
Day. A rousing rendition of the anthem and our biggest cheer squad on tour (thanks 
Hannah) marked a day to remember for all. 
 
Day 12  
Another travel day today was started with a tour and some history of Dublin. After the bus 
trip to Belfast and a quick check in to The Ibis we were off on a night time bus tour of 
Belfast, taking in some of the sights and history of the city.  
 
Day 13  
Today was a unique experience for all with our game against Northern Ireland punctuated 
by driving snow. At least we fared better than the boys who had their game abandoned. 
One of the local football clubs, Comber Rec. FC, was able to host us, and unfortunately 
provide karaoke, whilst we waited to go to dinner. The Northern Ireland schools football 
association then provided ‘another’ hearty dinner for us in a local restaurant. 
 
Day 14  
Today is another travel day with a ferry trip to Scotland and another long bus trip to 
Edinburgh and we make it just in time for dinner and then a recovery session in the pool at 
the Novotel. 
 
Day 15  
Thankfully today’s game is indoors in Glasgow otherwise with the heavy snowfalls we 
definitely would not have been able to play. A late lunch at Toby’s Carvery seemed to lift 
everyone’s spirits (except Brian who chipped a tooth) before we headed back to Edinburgh 
for a tour with some tales of witches and ghosts by a very strange man in a kilt.  
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Day 16  
A lengthy bus trip from Edinburgh to West Bromwich is made easier when we watch the 
Aussies win the Asian Cup. We then went to the EPL game between West Bromwich and 
Tottenham before heading off to St Georges Park. 
 
Day 17  
Our game today is held at Harrow School, one of the most prestigious schools in England. 
After the game we are hosted for a function and a meal. 
 
Day 18  
The morning is spent touring the facilities at St Georges Park. This is the home of the 
English FA and all their national teams stay and train here throughout the year. A recovery 
session in the pool is just what the girls need with 8 games played on tour so far. We then 
head off for our ninth game before heading back to West Bromwich for our last hotel, 
another Park Inn by Radisson. 
 
Day 19  
The morning provides some time for shopping before heading off for our final game of the 
tour against Arsenal.  
 
Day 20  
Today we went and watched the Aussie boys defeat the England schools team. A team 
presentation back at the hotel marked our last night together. 
 
Day 21  
Today we travelled to London for a few hours of shopping before heading back to 
Heathrow for our trip home (minus Lulu and Taren). 
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Day 22  
Singapore saw the squad disperse for various flights back to their individual states. 
 
Day 23  
We finally arrived home to summer again. 
 
 

Summary 
 
Overall, it was a long but very rewarding tour for all the girls with lots of highs and lows 
both on and off the field. A tour like this is full of challenges for everyone, including the 
weather, illness, long bus trips, referees, 30 year old England internationals, etc. The girls 
showed their true Australian spirit by not taking a backward step, tackling these challenges 
head on, and moving on with smiles on their faces. 
Many new friendships have been formed and memories that will not be forgotten. 
Hopefully it was a learning experience both on and off the field, and the girls can take 
these skills into the next phase of their footballing lives.  
I would personally like to thank all of the girls for their cooperation and willingness to help 
throughout the trip. I would also like to thank all of the officials on the tour for their 
assistance, especially Dave for all of his organisation. 

 

 
Lisa Warrener 
SSA Australian Schoolgirls Manager 
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GIRLS’ TEAM SPORTS TRAINER’S REPORT 
 
 
The team initially came together for a one-off training session on Friday, Jan 16th, before 
we flew out on the following day, for the UK and Ireland. Training took place on the 
synthetic field at Endeavour Sports High School, on an extremely warm afternoon. The 
girls were reminded of the need to stay hydrated. 
Some of the girls were carrying injuries they had sustained elsewhere and some of them 
also carried out regular preventative taping, mainly of ankles. Pre-existing injuries included 
Lauren (sore hips), Sarah (back) and Olivia (groin). Some of the girls had new boots so 
precautions were taken to avoid them getting blisters. No field time was lost due to painful 
blisters. 
We started our tour in Cardiff. 
Prior to leaving for the match, we went for a walk through the local area to relieve some of 
the stiffness, from the long flight. At the match venue, some girls required taping for ankles 
(Tara and Zoe), whilst others taped their own ankles. 
Due to the cold, active warm up activities were important, including general stretching and 
additional individual stretching for their own specific needs. This pattern continued 
throughout the tour. Initially, I conducted the warm up sessions, but this was delegated to 
the team Captain (Claire), as more players required pre –match attention, prior to the 
commencement of the matches. 
During the first match, Emma received an elbow to her sternum, where her ribs were 
healing from a previous break, and remained off for the rest of the match as a precaution. 
Ice was applied. 
Tuesday provided an opportunity for further training, following which, a stretching session 
was held back at the hotel. Following overall stretching activities, particular attention was 
given to the muscle groups that the girls had identified as problem areas, ie groin, 
hamstrings and calves. 
On the Wednesday, due to a mix up in dates, we had 2 matches. 
During the first match, Emma was kicked hard on the shin, near her ankle, while Lulu got a 
slight cork and Taren’s hamstring tightened up and became stiff. Ice was applied to the 
injuries, and the hamstring was massaged to relieve the stiffness. At the end of the match, 
ongoing and pre-existing injuries were managed with ice. In the 2nd match on the same 
day, Claire was clearly not feeling well, and, after being given Cold/Flu tablets, was still 
very keen to play. Emma was again on the receiving end of a poor tackle and hurt her 
knee. This was treated with ice and she was kept off for the remainder of the game. 
Ongoing injuries were managed at the end of the match. Caitlyn and Emma had an 
icebath to relieve soreness and help manage injuries. 
No match was scheduled on Thursday as it had been played the previous day. The girls 
therefore had a free day. Claire was much worse, and spent most of the day asleep in bed. 
All the other girls participated in a stretching session after breakfast.  
Following the match on Friday, a few of the girls were quite sore. Icebaths  were organized 
in small groups before dinner. Due to limited supply of ice, many simply had hot and cold 
showers.  Masssages, for those needing them, were scheduled after dinner. The tape on 
Sarah’s back was replaced. 
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Saturday provided a chance to combine a walk with some tourist activity. Walking around 
Cardiff Castle, including up and down the steps to the very top, provided some natural 
therapy for sore muscles, as did the ambling around the shopping centre later! Caitlyn and 
Lulu took time later for another icebath. 
On Sunday, Maddy was showing signs of the Flu and was given Cold/Flu tablets to help 
control it. 
Monday, we were able to take a walk nearby to the hotel, in the streets of Dublin. Lauren, 
Zoe and Emma needed massage to relieve some of the tightness in their calves. Before 
travelling to Belfast on the next day, we had the opportunity to complete a longer walk 
around nearby areas of Dublin. By this time, Taren was also suffering from the Flu, along 
with Maddy. Both were treated with Cold/Flu tablets. 
In the match on Wednesday, the girls finished playing in driving snow. We had completed 
a light walk in Belfast centre in the morning, during which some of the girls took advantage 
of some lightning quick shopping! Taren didn’t play in the match as she was still not feeling 
well. Everyone else declared themselves fit to play. 
After a ferry to Scotland, and a longish bus ride across country to Edinburgh, a water 
recovery session in the hotel pool helped to relieve tired and stiff muscles. 
Friday’s game against Scotland, again produced tight calf muscles, with Lauren and Zoe 
needing some massage and Lauren also needing treatment for her back and shoulders. 
Taren left the field feeling very dizzy, possibly the result of still recovering from the flu..  
She was lain down with her feet elevated. On arrival back in Edinburgh, we were taken on 
a walking tour around the nearby city area, by a local Guide. After dinner, a joint water 
recovery session was conducted, with the boys team. Lauren now showing signs of Flu 
and was given Cold/Flu tablets. 
With 2 matches to go, the girls were relatively injury free, except for general soreness. In 
the game v England, Zoe fell awkwardly on her elbow, to which ice was applied. Maddy 
grazed her upper shin when she slid along the ground. It was cleaned up and iodine 
solution applied to prevent infection. Lauren was too sick to play. Jordan pulled a deep 
gluteal muscle which was difficult to stretch and which was causing niggling pain. This was 
partly relieved by the use of an elbow, sufficiently to enable her to play in the game. 
As we were staying at the England Football Centre, facilities for recovery were excellent. 
Prior to the last match, the girls took part in a Hydrotherapy session, conducted by facility 
staff. Massage was provided as necessary to further ease stiffness, particularly for calves 
and hamstrings. 
During the final match, the only injury was to Gemma, who was kicked on the ankle, which 
was treated with ice. 
Considering the cold weather and the fact that the girls were out of their regular Football 
season, they maintained a relatively injury free tour, with muscle stiffness and minor 
treatable injuries the only problems. As players at a high/elite level of Football, the girls 
have been regularly advised on injury prevention and treatment, and this was obvious in 
their pre-match preparation and self- treatment of any subsequent soreness.  
The players presented as both professional and committed to ensuring a successful tour, 
which made my job very much easier. 
It was no secret that my background is in Hockey, but I thoroughly enjoyed the experience, 
both as an opportunity to see some high quality Football and to contribute to the team of 
Officials supporting this tour. 
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Thank you to all the Officials and players, from both squads, for making this such an 
enjoyable tour. 
Wishing all of you success in your Football endeavours in the future. 
 
 
 
Margaret Sanders 
SSA Australian Schoolgirls Sports Trainer 
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GIRLS’ TEAM CAPTAIN’S REPORT 
 
A wise man once, “Football takes me many places.Hot places.Cold places.” As a tour 
group we experienced both. We went from a scorching synthetic pitch during pre-camp to 
losing feeling in our toes at an EPL game at West Ham within 48 hours. Though 
temperatures slid into the negatives, our team morale and attitude couldn’t have been 
more positive.  
 
Once we had arrived in Wales, it took a few games for our off pitch bonding to be reflected 
in game play as we were still getting used to everybody’s different style of play. Once we 
did, confidence was boosted and so was our scoresheet. All games were such an amazing 
footballing and cultural experience as we were able to verse people and styles of play in 
conditions we have never played in before. A proud moment was versing the Republic of 
Ireland Schools team on Australia Day and being huddled with the girls singing the 
Australian anthem at the top of our lungs. With national pride at a high we dominated play 
and were unlucky to concede a penalty in the final minute of the game causing the score 
to end up 1-1. Another game that I will never forget was against Northern Ireland Schools 
but more importantly the battle against the elements during this game. Snow, wind and 
frost were dominant players that we Australians had never heard of yet managed to secure 
a 1-1 draw. Our final games in England were successful bringing back two wins against 
English Independent Schools and Shropshire Schools. The last game against Arsenal 
Ladies First Team was a fantastic learning experience in which we were able to verse 
players that were regulars in their respective senior national teams. Overall, we improved 
exponentially as a team after each game and individually returned richer in our experience 
of international football. 
 
Off the pitch we were just as successful, as I believe wearing the same jerseys wasn’t 
what made us a team. The friendships that were forged are ones that will last a lifetime 
and the experiences we shared are unforgettable.  
 
I would like to thank Dave for helping us find our bearings and for putting together a well 
organized trip that both squads thoroughly benefitted from.  
 
Also, a huge thank you to Brian, Lisa and Marg for putting up with eighteen teenage girls 
for three weeks and making the trip as enjoyable as it was. To both the boys’ and girls’ 
coaching staff, thankyou immensely for providing much wisdom, many laughs and a 
lifetime supply of Tesco wraps to all members of the tour.  
 
Last but not least, thank you to the girls. Thank you for the countless impromptu dances 
and sing-a-longs. Thank you for providing an ample number of fun experiences and 
laughs. Finally, thank you for being both great players and great people and contributing to 
such great memories that I am sure we will never forget. 
 
Clare Woods  
SSA Australian Schoolgirls Captain 
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SCHOOL SPORT AUSTRALIA 
 

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS FOOTBALL 
 

UNITED KINGDOM TOUR 
 

January 2015 
 

Match Results 
 

Boys       Girls 
 
Game 1 19/1/15      Game 1 19/1/15 
Australia 1 v Gloucester & Stroud 2  Australia v Gloucester & Stroud 
at Stoke Gifford, Bristol    at Stoke Gifford, Bristol 
Scorers:S. Whyte 15m,    Scorers: E. Neville 49m (p), K. Winter 69m 

Gloucester & Stroud: 55m, 60m   Gloucester & Stroud: 10m, 22m 
 

 
Game 2 21/1/15     Game 2 21/1/15 
Australia 3 v Cardiff City Youth 0  Game A: Australia 0 v Cardiff City Ladies 5 
at Leckwith Road, Cardiff    at Cardiff Int. Sports Stadium, Cardiff 
Scorers:D. Wenzel-Halls 12m, O, Green 32m      Scorers: 
 (p) K. Osborne 72m,     Cardiff Ladies: 3m, 8m, 12m, 21m, 33m 
 Cardiff:      

Game B: Australia 4 v Cardiff City Ladies Youth 3 
      at Cardiff Int. Sports Stadium, Cardiff 
      Scorers: O. Gurney 20m (p), T. Pender 27m, L. Pullar 29m,  
       J. Baker 34m 
       Cardiff Ladies Youth: 2m, 10m, 39m 
 
      Game 3 21/1/15 
      Australia 2 v Cardiff Metropolitan University 5 
      at Cyncoed Road, Cardiff 
      Scorers: J. Baker 4m, J. House 24m 
       Cardiff Met: 17m, 70m, 73m, 80m, 85m 
          
 
Game 3 22/1/15     
Australia 3 v Welsh Schools 0   
at Ystrad Mynach, Hengoed     
Scorers: M. Duncan 20m, B. Allport 35m, 
 J. Fulton 52m 
 Welsh Schools:      

    
 
Game 4 23/1/15     Game 4 23/1/15 
Australia 2 v Welsh Colleges 4  Australia 0 v Welsh Colleges 1 
at Cyncoed Road, Cardiff     at University of South Wales, Treforest 
Scorers: J. Fulton 2m, F. Zapata-Castro 24m  Scorers: 
 Welsh Colleges: 42m, 47m, 60m, 88m  Welsh Colleges 73m (og) 
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Game 5 26/1/15     Game 5 26/1/15 
Australia 1 v Rep. of Ireland Schools 1 Australia 1 v Rep. of Ireland Schools 1 
at Home Farm stadium, Dublin   at A.U.L. Clonshaugh, Dublin 
Scorers: M. Miller 39m (p)    Scorers: J. Baker 35m  
 Rep. of Ireland: 23m    Rep. of Ireland: 90 +2m 
 
 
Game 6 28/1/15     Game 6 28/1/15 
Australia 2 v Northern Ireland Schools 0 Australia 2 v Northern Ireland Schools 2 
at Clandeboye Road, Bangor   at Our Lady & St, Patricks College, Belfast 
Scorers: Z. Sfiligoi 3m, L. Roberts 33m  Scorers: O. Gurney 3m, T. Pender 70m 
 N. Ireland:      N. Ireland: 24m, 38m 
MATCH ABANDONED DUE TO SNOW 
 
 
Game 7 30/1/15     Game 7 30/1/15 
Australia 3 v Scotland Schools 0  Australia 0 v Scotland Schools 2 
at Toryglen Indoor Arena, Glasgow   at Toryglen Indoor Arena, Glasgow  
Scorers: J. Fulton 35m, 55, S. Whyte 60m Scorers:  
 Scotland:     Scotland: 25m, 55m 
 
 
Game 8 1/2/15      Game 8 1/2/15 
Australia 3 v England Ind. Schools 4  Australia 4 v England Ind. Schools 0 
at Harrow School, Middlesex   at Harrow School, Middlesex 
Scorers: F. Zapata-Castro 13m, R. Caldecourt   Scorers: C. Woods 4m, K. Dale 24m, O. Gurney 55m 
 69m, O. Green 78m     J. House 87m 
 Eng. Ind.: 10m, 22m, 36m, 62m   Eng. Ind.: 
 
 
      Game 9 2/2/15 
      Australia 5 v Shropshire Schools 0 
      at Thomas Telford School, Telford 
      Scorers: H. Bacon 16m, 20m, J. House 32m,  

E. Neville 40m, J. Baker 58m 
Shrop. Schools: 

 
 
Game 9 3/2/15     Game 10 3/2/15 
Australia 1 v Sheffield United 2  Australia 0 v Arsenal Ladies U/19 14  
At Sheffield College Academy   at Hertfordshire Sports Village, Hatfield 
Scorers: M. Millar 70m    Scorers:  

Sheffield: 15m, 31m                                               Arsenal: 9m, 14m, 18m, 20m, 23m, 25m, 29m 
31m, 41m, 45m, 57m, 58m, 68m, 81m 
      

 
Game 10 4/2/15      
Australia 2 v England Schools  1  
At Riverway, Stafford    
Scorers: C. Morris 25m, L. Roberts 74m 
 Eng. Schools: 31m        
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Summary 
 
Boys        Girls 
P W D L GF GA   P   W   D   L   GF   GA 
10 5 1 4 21         14   11 2 3 6 19         36 
 


